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lntrod uction

The Lugano ll Convention (Convention on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of
judgments in civil and commercial matters; hereinafter 'the 'Lugano Convention')t1l was signed on 30

October 2007 by the European Community, Denmark, lceland, Norwayand Switzerland. The rules

concerning jurisdiction are found in Title ll. Title ll, section 5 (Articles 11o21) is entitled'jurisdiction

over individual contracts of employment', and comprises the subject matter of this article. The relevant

Articles of section 5 are as follows:

. Article 1B(1): 'ln matters relating to individual contracts of employment, jurisdiction shall be

determined by this section, without prejudice to Articles 4 and 5(5)';

. Article 19(2)(a): 'An employer domiciled in a State bound by this Convention may be sued:

2. in another State bound by this Convention

(a) in the courts for the place where the employee habitually carries out his work or in

the courts for the last place where he did so';

. Article 20(1): 'An employer may bring proceedings only in the courts of the State bound bythis
Convention in which the employee is domiciled'; and

. Article 21(1):'The provisions of this section may be departed from only by an agreement on

ju risdiction:

1 . which is entered into after the dispute has arisen'
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On 24 January 2019 the Advocate General delivered his opinion in case C-603/17 that concerned a

request for a preliminary ruling from the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom.t2l The four questions

in the case concerned whether the claims in the dispute in the main proceedings were'matters

relating to individual contracts of employment' within the meaning of section 5, Article 1B (1) of the

Lugano Convention. The matters in dispute concerned claims against two former directors for the

harm caused by fraud allegedly committed at the expense of a group of companies. lt was to be

determined whether the courts of England and Wales had jurisdiction (and section 5 did not apply), as

claimed by the group of companies; or, whether the courts of Switzerland had jurisdiction (and

section 5, Article 2 0(1 ) did apply), wh lch was claimed by the two former d irectors of the g rou p of

companies domiciled in Switzerland.

The preceding paragraph is based on the introduction of the Advocate General (items 1-3). The

Advocate General's analysis contains the following points:

1. preliminary remarks (items 19-25);

2. the concept of individual contract of employment' (the 'second question') (items Z6-6Ø;

3. the test for determining whether claims are'matters relating to' individual contracts of

employment (the 'first question' and the 'third question') (items 61-103); and

4. the concept of 'employer', in particular within a group of companies (the 'fourth question')

(items 1 04-1 10).

The Advocate General found that the two directors were not subordinated to the company and

consequently the two directors did not have an 'individual contract of employment' (see Article 18(1)),

irrespective of the fact that the shareholders of the company had the power to relieve the director of

his duties (point two above, item 60). Therefore, the suggestions referred to in points three and four

were only alternatives (see above, items 6'l and 105).

As suggested by the Advocate General, the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) in its

decision of '11 April 2019 onlydecided the'second question'. TheCJEU ruled that section 5:

'must be interpreted as meaning that a contract between a company and a natural person

performing the duties of director of that company does not create a relationship of
subordination between them and cannot, therefore, be treated as an 'individual contract of

employment', within the meaning of those provisions, where, even if the shareholder(s) of that

company have the power to procure the termination of that contract, that person is able to

determine or does determine the terms of that contract and has control and autonomy over the

day-to-day operation of that company's business and the performance of his own duties'.

Decision by the Danish Western High Court

The Vestre Landsret (the Danish Western High Court; the 'High Court') has recently, and after the CJEU

decision of 11 April 2A19, decided that a Danish employee could sue its former Norweqian employer

in Denmark in accordance with section 5, Article t 9(2Xa) of the Lugano Convent¡on,t3l

The dispute in the main proceedings in the city Court concerned provisions in a shareholders'
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agreement entered into between shareholders of the Norwegian group parent company of the said

employer, including employees of the group (which included the Danish employee), as employees of

the group had acquired shares in the group parent company. The overall question for the High Court

was whether this dispute comprised 'matters relating to individual contracts of employment', as per

section 5, Article 1B(1) of the Lugano Convention. The city Court had decided that the jurisdiction was

in Norway, in accordance with the jurisdiction clause in the shareholders'agreement and section 7,

Article 23(1) of the Lugano Convention. lt is noted that section 5 would prevail over section 7 if
section 5 applied, as no agreement on jurisdiction had been entered into after the dispute had arisen

(see Articles 21 (1 ) and 23(5)),

ln the section entitled the'legal basis' in the High Court's decision, it was mentioned that the Brussels

I Regulation, Regulation (EC) No. 44/2001 (the 'Regulation'), was parallel to the Lugano Convention

and that section 5 of the Convention corresponded to section 5 of the Regulation. Referencewas

made to the preliminary comments to the Regulation, items 11-13, and to items 23-24 and 94 in the

opinion of the Advocate General of 24 January 2019 in C-603/17. ln relation to items 1 'l to 13 of the

Regulation, it was stated that the rules on jurisdiction should be predictable to a large extent and be

based on the domicile of the sued as the principal criteria, Furthermore, it followed from said items

11-13 that, as regards insurance agreements, consumer agreements and employment agreements it

was desirable to protect the weaker party by rules on jurisdiction that were more favourable to that

party's interests than the ordinary rules on jurisdiction.

Items 23-24 and 94 in the'legal basis'of the High Court's decision read as follows (in the English

version):

'23. One of the particular objectives of section 5 is to protect employees, who are regarded as

the wea ker party to the contract, by ru les of ju risd iction that are more favou ra ble to their

interests. To that end, that section deprives the employer of any jurisdictional option to bring

his claim and gives the employee the advantage of being able to be sued, in principle, only in

the courts which are deemed to be the most familiar to him.

24. ...1n that regard, Article 1B(1)of the Lugano ll Convention applies, lwould reiterate, to

claims "in matters relating to individual contracts of employment". Two conditions flow from

that wording: first, there must be a "contract" between the parties and, secondly, the claim

must relate, in some way or other, to that "contract".'

And

'94. Consequently, lam of the opinion that a claim is a "matter relating to an individual

contract of employment", for the purposes of section 5, where, in the light of the facts, there

is a material link between the claim and such a "contract". This is the case if the claim relates

to a dispute arising in connection with the employment relationship, whether or not the

claimant bases his claim on the "contract", and whether or not it is necessaryto establish the

content of the contractual obligations in order to decide on its merits, That condition must be

given a broad interpretation. ln other words, to the extent that that condition is fulfilled, even

a claim based on tort rules... of the Brussels I Regulation orthe Lugano ll Convention, falls

within section 5.'
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found that when interpreting whether there is a matter concerning an individual contract of
employment within the meaning of the Lugano Convention, it must be emphasised whether the
matter concerns a dispute arising in connection with the employment relationship.

Furthermore, the High Court found that where there was such a 'content context' between the
employment relationship and the dispute concerning provisions in the shareholder's agreement, the

dispute must be regarded as arising in connection with the employment relationship and

consequently a matter concerning an individual contract of employment. The Court ruled that the
Danish employee was entitled to sue the former Norwegian employer in the city Court (in Denmark),

in accordance with Article 19(2Xa) of the Lugano Convention and therefore the matter was to

continue in the city Court. Said 'content context between employment relationship and the dispute'

appeârs to be in accordance with: 'there is a material link between the claim and such a "contract"'in
item 94 of the opinion of the Advocate General.

The influence of Case C-6A3/17 and the Danish High Court decision

It has been seen that the CJEU only decided the second question, whether there was an individual

contract of employment within the meaning of section 5, Article 18(1) of the Lugano Convention, in

its decision of 11 April 2019. The Danish Western High Court has made a decision concerning the first

and third questions: the test for determining whether claims are 'matters relating to' individual

contracts of employment. in accordancewith section 5, Article 1B(1)of the Lugano Convention.

It transpires from the preamble of Protocol No. 2 to the Lugano Convention that it is considered 'that

the Convention becomes part of Community rules and that therefore the Court of Justice of the

European Communities has jurisdiction to give rulings on the interpretation of the provisions of this

Convention as regards the application by the courts of the Member States of the European

Community'; and 'that the revised text of the Brussels Convention has been incorporated, ... into

Regulation (EC) No 44/2001'; and 'that this revised text also constituted the basis for the text of this

Convention'.

Article 1 of Protocol No. 2 to the Lugano Convention states: 'Anycourt applying and interpreting this

Convention shall pay due account to the principles laid down by any relevant decision concerning the
provision(s) concerned ... rendered by the courts of the States bound by this Convention and by the

Court of Justice of the European Communities'.

The decision of the Danish Western High Court is therefore relevant when courts of a contracting state

are to determine whether a claim is a matter relating to an individual contract of employment; the

decision of the CJEU in C-603117 is relevant when courts of a contracting state are to determine

whether there is an individual contract of employment for the purposes of section 5 of the Lugano

Convention.

Notes
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